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customers rather than focusing
solely on avoiding data breaches.

Effective management
Information governance, a multidisciplinary framework that businesses
can employ to encourage appropriate
action and behaviour with regard to
how information is valued, managed
and used by the organisation, may seem
like a daunting concept for businesses
of all sizes and areas of operation but its
principles sit at the heart of a practical
and effective approach to information
risk management.
Information governance is about
understanding what information you
hold, where you hold it and what its
value is – to you, your employees, your
customers and your competitors – how
it moves through the business and
where it is most vulnerable. It’s about
making sure information management
and risk are on the board agenda and
are backed by empowered and suitably
resourced multi-functional teams.
It is clear from the research that, while
many organisations have developed policies and may have emerging governance

capabilities, there has been insufficient
action in the business to drive the necessary risk assessments and controls design
and monitoring that is needed for effective information governance.
While this article has focused on risks,
it is important to remember that, in
defining requirements, management have
the opportunity to use governance to
drive improvement and to identify information needs for the future. Questions
need to be asked to enable organisations
to do what they can’t do now and seize
the opportunities in the digital economy
– for example, ‘if we had this information, could we make that strategic decision?’ This is the upside of governance.
Engage with key business stakeholders
in developing an information management strategy that can support growth
of and promote an open/sharing culture
while maintaining a level of protection over important information assets.
Security of information is key within any
organisation, but alongside mitigating
risks, it’s imperative to ensure that value
is derived from the information at hand.
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Identifying attack patterns for
insider threat detection
Ioannis Agrafiotis, Jason RC Nurse, Oliver Buckley, Phil Legg, Sadie Creese,
Michael Goldsmith
The threat that insiders pose to businesses, institutions and governmental
organisations continues to be of serious concern. Recent industry surveys
provide unequivocal evidence to support the significance of this threat and
its prevalence in enterprises today.1 In an attempt to address this challenge,
several approaches and systems have been proposed by practitioners and
researchers. These focus on defining the insider threat and exploring the
human and psychological factors involved, through to the detection and
deterrence of these threats via technological and behavioural theories.2-6
While these approaches are valuable, they
often consider only specific parts of the
problem to the detriment of the wider
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insider-threat problem space. In previous
work therefore, we aimed to address this
oversight by developing a unifying frame-

work to fully characterise insider attacks.7
This included a clear definition of which
insiders attack, why they attack, the
human factors that lead to malicious and
accidental threats, how an individual’s
background may impact the likelihood of
attack, what behaviour may be exhibited
before or during an attack, what the common attack vectors and steps within an
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attack are, and what assets and
vulnerabilities are typically targeted.

Identifying patterns
In this article, we aim to extend that work
and investigate the use of the framework
in identifying attack patterns for insiderthreat detection. Our goal is to then use
such patterns within our machine learningbased threat-detection prototype. Using
techniques such as machine learning to
identify anomalies in employees’ behaviour is a demanding and onerous task. In
order to provide effective solutions there
is a need to establish a process that will
aid in rationalising the results of potential
anomaly metrics. Anomaly metrics are the
results of detection systems that describe
which attributes insiders exploit. We
believe that attack patterns could be quite
useful for this task, hence our aim in using
the framework presented in our previous
work for understanding insider-threat
behaviour and defining these patterns.
More specifically, we expand the attack
characteristics of our framework, by
detailing attack steps that describe atomic
activities in the attacks. For this we use
120 insider-threat case studies to create a
chain of attack steps that culminate in the
end-goal of the attacker (eg, committing
fraud). We then design attack-pattern
trees comprising of the attack steps and
highlight the most prevalent paths for
every attack type. In addition, we establish how different attack steps relate to
anomaly metrics derived from our existing detection approach.8 Towards this
end, we consider two case studies to illustrate how attack-pattern trees can assist in
identifying useful anomaly metrics, while
also providing insight into how metrics
could be combined to support an organisation’s information technology (IT) team
in their decision-making on potential
insider threats.

Attack framework
Our framework for characterising insider
attacks was created out of the need for an
10
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enhanced approach by which the various
components of the insider-threat problem
could be easily understood, presented and
reflected upon. This objective served to
guide our research and scope the creation
of the framework. To build the framework itself, we adopted a grounded theory
approach.9 This consisted of first collecting and examining a dataset of 80 insiderthreat cases from CMU-CERT, the UK’s
CPNI and various news articles.10-17
Once we examined these cases, we
set about identifying key aspects of the
insider attacks relating to the attackers,
their background, their behaviours, and
the attacks they conducted. The culmination of our analysis was a framework
where we clearly defined how each of the
key aspects relate to each other and the
general progression of an insider attack.
Generally, our framework consists of
several classes of component pertaining
to insider threat, and depicted in four
areas. These areas are:
UÊ ÌÌ>VÊV>Ì>ÞÃÌ – containing a
precipitating event.
UÊ Ã`iÀÌ Ài>ÌÊV >À>VÌiÀÃÌVÃ –
detailing the individual’s personality
characteristics, historical behaviour,
psychological state, attitudes towards
work, skill set, opportunity and
motivation to attack.
UÊ ÌÌ>VÊV >À>VÌiÀÃÌVÃ – covering
attacks, attack objectives, specific
attack steps and attack step goals.
UÊ "À}>Ã>ÌÊV >À>VÌiÀÃÌVÃ –
which specify the enterprise’s assets
and vulnerabilities.
For further detail on the framework,
readers are directed to our previous article.

Identifying attack
patterns
As previously mentioned, this article
aims to expand our research on the
framework for characterising insider
attacks, by focusing on insider attack
patterns. Identifying attack patterns can
be extremely helpful, as these patterns
can provide the mechanism for combining different features and anomaly

metrics, and set the context for understanding anomalous insider behaviour.
While attacks in our framework aim to
be generic, ‘attack steps’ define, in detail,
the specific activities undertaken to conduct the attack. As such, an attack can
be composed of several chained steps. To
steal sensitive IP, an insider threat may:
1. Determine which of their colleagues
has the credentials to access the
desired IP (reconnaissance).
2. Coerce those individuals possibly via
financial means, charm or physical
threats to assist in the task.
3. Use the ill-gotten credentials to
access the IP.
4. Download the IP to portable media.
5. Delete the related log files.
These attack steps can also be thought of
in terms of the value gained from each
step, namely, the ‘attack step goal’. Thus,
for the steps above, we would have:
1. Gathering intelligence.
2. Recruiting accomplices.
3. Accessing restricted data.
4. Exfiltration of a volume of data.
5. Covering tracks.
We believe that these goals can be
particularly helpful when discussing the
insider-threat problem with top management, and effectively communicating
the attack, inclusive of what would be
gained through each step, without going
into excessive technical detail.
Figure 1 shows an example sequence
of attack steps within an attack, and
highlights the strong sense of ordering
within the attack. All steps at the same
level in an attack tree are essentially
in parallel, and so do not preserve any
ordering. Figure 1 highlights an idea of
concurrency in our attack steps, as the
initial stage of the attack sees the actor
both developing a relationship with a
rival company while at the same time
gathering company secrets and IP in
tandem. This example of attack steps
can then be followed through, sequentially, to the IP being copied and finally
the actor editing and deleting log files
in order to hide the evidence of their
attack.
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De-constructing the
case studies
Applying the grounded theory approach
to derive the attack steps was an iterative process. Initially we assessed each
one of the case studies and documented
the emerging attack steps. The next
task was to revisit the steps and group
together those that had similar meaning.
This process was repeated several times
until we crystallised our interpretation
of the attack-steps descriptions and no
more reductions and groupings could
be made. Due to limited space, we
present the full spectrum of the attack
steps identified in a supporting technical
document available online.18
Attacks steps share some similarity with the pre-existing notion of
‘attack trees’, in that both methods
can describe how a specific target or
asset might be attacked.19 The value
of our attack steps is that they allow
for the clear sequencing and ordering
of actions. The idea of ‘intrusion kill
chains’ has particular relevance when
considering our attack steps.20 These
kill chains provide a means of describing the different phases of an intrusion
and are modelled as a chain to emphasise the idea that if there is a breakdown
at any one stage then the entire process
is disrupted. Intrusion kill chains are
designed to model attacks, with the
aim of highlighting patterns within
individual intrusions and how they
may fit into part of a larger threat. It
is easy to imagine how a similar aim
could be achieved using our attack
steps; when enough attacks have been
collected and modelled then they could
be used to establish common attack
steps. The concept of building a library
of attack steps is similar to the idea of
Common Attack Pattern Enumeration
and Classification (CAPEC).21 Attacks
are recorded there in a similar fashion
to our attack steps, and then CAPEC
is used to identify opportunities for
increasing the ‘robustness and defendability’ of software.
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Figure 1: Attack steps.

Developing attack
patterns
Defining the attack steps was the first step
towards identifying attack patterns; the
next and most decisive was to reconstruct
the case studies as a chain of attack steps.
We studied all the case studies related to
fraud and IP theft, and based on the narrative of each case study we developed the
corresponding chain of attack steps. We
then started forming attack patterns by following the attack tree paradigm.

“An employee who has
no access to a database,
will seek to upgrade his
privileges before being able
to download data, whereas
an IT administrator with full
access credentials will omit
this step”
In an attack tree, its root comprises
the end-goal of the attacker, the nodes
represent intermediary steps to achieve
the goal and the leaves of the trees are the
initial steps of an attacker. Following this
convention, we grouped together all the
chains of case studies that ended with the
same attack step. The final attack step was
the root of our attack-pattern tree. We
then placed all the steps prior to the final
on the first level of the tree and recorded
in how many cases these attack steps
occurred. We applied the same process to
all the attack steps in the chain until we
had an attack tree where leaf nodes were
in various layers of the tree. In the case
where the same attack step was found in
different lengths of the chain, we would
place this step in the farthest layer from

the root. For example, if an attack step
was fourth in the chain of events of an
attack in one case study and fifth in
another, we would place the attack step in
the fifth layer of the attack tree.
The depth of each attack-pattern tree
is equal to the maximum length of the
grouped case studies. The attacks, however, do not necessarily have to start at
the same layer. This could be either due
to lack of information from the case
studies, where some omitted information
pertaining to how the attack originated,
or due to the different privileges and
roles that the attackers have, rendering some of the steps irrelevant. For
example an employee who has no access
to a database, will seek to upgrade his
privileges before being able to download
data, whereas an IT administrator with
full access credentials will omit this step.
The mismatch of layers where the
attacks can begin motivated us to change
the position of the nodes (the structure
of the tree remained the same, we only
moved the nodes to different layers)
based on the description of the attack
steps. Our aim was to categorise the layers of trees similarly to the intrusion kill
chains stages. Attack steps describing
related type of activity were placed in the
same layer. We identified five different
classes in which we categorised the layers
of the attack-pattern trees, namely: normal behaviour; covering tracks; weaponisation; attack; and outcome. We further
dichotomised attack steps to those that
could potentially be observed automatically with the use of a software detection
system, and to those that require human
intervention. To illustrate this information, we coloured the attack steps that
Computer Fraud & Security
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Spectrum of attacks

Figure 2: The attack-pattern tree for misappropriating company finances.

can be detected by machines green
and used red for the attack steps where
human intervention is needed.
Figure 2 presents the attack-pattern
tree where the aim of the attack is to
misappropriate money from the insider’s
employer by using electronic means. AS
is for the attack step and the step number corresponds to the full set detailed in
our supporting document. All the cases
we analysed ended up in the attacker
transferring company’s funds to personal
accounts. There are eight different pathways depicted in the tree that attackers
followed in the these cases:
AS75; AS6; AS8; AS17; AS56; AS46; AS44
AS75; AS6; AS8: AS17; AS56; AS44
AS75; AS6; AS77; AS56; AS44
AS75: AS6: AS77; AS17: AS56; AS44
AS75; AS6; AS77; AS32; AS44
AS69; AS6; AS8; AS17; AS56; AS46; AS44
AS69; AS6; AS77; AS56; AS44
AS69; AS6; AS77; AS32; AS44

One of the longest paths (AS75; AS6;
AS8; AS17; AS56; AS46; AS44) requires
the attackers to use their credentials and
obtain access to files that are within their
privileges. In the following steps, insiders
build a close relationship with employees
who hold critical roles, in order to gain
their trust and provide them with access
to processes that they were not allowed
12
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to authorise. Then they would use the
company’s systems to generate fake
documentation, justifying the authorisation of these processes and create a new
account to transfer the money from illegitimate claims.
The same attack can be executed
by using credentials belonging to colleagues (AS69; AS6; AS9; AS17; AS56;
AS46; AS44) in order for the insiders to
cover their tracks. Shorter alternatives
(AS75; AS6; AS8: AS17; AS56; AS44)
and (AS75; AS6; AS77; AS56; AS44)
omit steps that focus on concealing the
tracks of the attack. The shortest path
(AS75; AS6; AS77; AS56; AS44) or
(AS69; AS6; AS77; AS32; AS44) can
be achieved if the attackers have already
clearance to authorise processes and file
documentation for these claims, a fact
that may imply a person with managerial role. Then they can either approve
inappropriate transactions, as the AS56
step suggests, or fill in illegitimate claims
for expenses. There are four cases where
human intervention is required to determine whether attackers have used this
step. These are AS8 where insiders build
close relationships with other employees,
AS17 where fake documentation is created, AS46 where unauthorised accounts
are opened, or AS32 where illegitimate
claims are filled in.

Attack-pattern trees capture the spectrum of all the attacks described in the
case studies. We endeavoured to identify
trends in these attacks, by highlighting
the most prevalent attack paths. For every
attack-pattern tree we identify the most
commonly followed path and we present
the number of case studies in which this
path occurred. In Figure 2, for example,
the number next to the outcome step
denotes that the prevalent path occurred
in four out of eight case studies analysed.
More specifically, in four of these cases
insiders reached their goal by following
step AS56 and only twice they followed
the AS46 and AS32 steps. We illustrate
this trend in the diagram by making the
line connecting AS56 to AS44 thicker.
Similarly, four times attackers decided to
reach from AS75 to AS6 and from AS17
to AS56.
In total, we have identified 19 different attack-pattern trees for cases related
to fraud threats and one attack-pattern
tree for cases related to IP thefts. We have
made use of 44 different attack steps to
design the attack-pattern trees and we
have classified all the attack steps used
as either machine detectable or those
that require human intervention. Table 1
Attack
Step

Description

AS9

Building a close relationship
with company’s clients.

AS11

Coercing workers with access
to company files to assist in
an attack.

AS17

Creating fake documentation
in general.

AS 19

Creating fake receipts.

AS46

Opening illegitimate accounts
using clients’
information.

AS53

Physical theft of files/computer
systems/property belonging to
company’s clients.

Table 1: Attack steps that would require some
form of human intervention in order to be
detected
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provides the list of the attack steps considered in this article that would require
some form of human intervention for
their detection. The attack steps that can
be obtained by automated processes will
be outlined in the next section. We will
consider two case studies and provide
details on how a detection system could
capture the attack steps based on features
derived from a user’s profile and anomaly
metrics that relate deviations of observed
features to suspected attack patterns. Due
to space limitations, we illustrate only two
attack-pattern trees. For diversity however, we present those comprised of the
most attack steps.

Applying attack patterns
for threat detection
Having defined the attack patterns observed
in reported case studies of insider threats,
here we show how attack steps could be
identified through detection capabilities.
In the prototype detection system that we
have constructed as part of the Corporate
Insider Threat Detection (CITD) project,
we define a series of anomaly metrics.22 An
anomaly metric indicates the amount of
deviation that is currently being observed
for a particular observation type. An
observation type may exist for a particular
activity – for instance, login anomaly or
email anomaly – or for a particular type of
observation that can be made, such as a new
anomaly, or a role anomaly.

Detection system
By constructing user and role-based
profiles, we can extract various features
that define device and activity usage patterns, including hourly and daily usage
frequency, new observations of activities
and attributes across multiple devices,
and new activities that do not exist within
the profiles of their associated role. Our
prototype detection system constructs
anomalies based on each of the proposed
metrics, by analysing the amount of
deviation that is exhibited by features that
relate to that particular anomaly type.
July 2015

The anomaly metrics that are used in the
current detection prototype are:
1. Anomalies based on the how the user
acts with respect to individual activities – login anomaly, login duration
anomaly, logoff anomaly, USB insertion anomaly, USB duration anomaly, USB removal anomaly, email
anomaly, web anomaly, file anomaly.
2. Anomalies based on how the user
acts across different activities – this
anomaly (observed on ‘this’ device),
any anomaly (observed on ‘any’
device), new anomaly (triggered by a
‘new’ observation), hourly anomaly
(triggered by a time-based observation), number anomaly (triggered
by a count-based observation), user
anomaly (triggered by a ‘user’ comparison), role anomaly (triggered by
a ‘role’ comparison), total anomaly
(observed over all observed features).
By considering the range of different
anomalies that can occur on singular
activities, and across multiple activities,
this provides a means to relate anomaly
alerts to a particular pattern of activity.
For example, consider a user who scores
highly on USB insertion anomaly, file
anomaly, new anomaly, hourly anomaly,
user anomaly, and role anomaly. Here,
it could be established that the user has
accessed files on the system that are new
for this user, and inserted a USB storage
device that again is new for the user, at
an unusual time of the day, which differs significantly from how other users
in the role are acting, and how this user
has acted previously. Clearly, this is a user
who should be flagged by the system,
and the alert of different anomaly metrics
allows the analyst to quickly establish not
only that they have been flagged, but also
why they have been flagged.
Having specified the different types of
anomaly metrics that we currently cater
for, we show how the proposed attack
steps can be related to these anomaly
metrics. In particular, we demonstrate
how the attack steps related to the IP
theft and fraud case studies can be captured by the proposed anomaly metrics.

IP theft case study
In the IP theft cases, the aim of the
insider threat is to steal sensitive documents from their employers. The attackpattern tree as illustrated in Figure 3
considers the six different approaches
that insiders followed to achieve their
goal. In this section’s case study we will
illustrate how an anomaly-detection
system can be configured based on information from the attack-patters trees to
assist detection of IP theft.
Figure 3 presents the attack-pattern
tree where the aim of the attack is IP
theft. All the cases that were analysed
resulted in the insider publishing/sharing
sensitive company files to unauthorised
parties. There are eight different pathways depicted in the tree that attackers
followed in the these cases:
AS75; AS6; AS11; AS77; AS27; AS58
AS75; AS6; AS27: AS58
AS75; AS6; AS11; AS27; AS58
AS75: AS15: AS76; AS27: AS58
AS75; AS5; AS27; AS58
AS75; AS6; AS11; AS27; AS22; AS58
AS69; AS7; AS53; AS58
AS75; AS74; AS7; AS27; AS58

The longest path (AS75; AS6; AS11;
AS77; AS27; AS58) is for the attackers to log in using their credentials and
obtain access to files that are within their
privileges. The following step would
require to coerce a colleague to provide
them access to additional files that they
are not allowed to obtain. Then they
would use the company’s systems to
download the files into a portable device,
before sharing these with unauthorised
third parties.
In certain cases, insiders decided to
delete the files from companies’ systems
after downloading them, suggesting an
extra motivation for blackmail or sabotage (AS75; AS6; AS11; AS27; AS22;
AS58). Shorter alternatives (AS75;
AS15; AS76; AS27; AS58) require the
installation of a ‘back door’ in company’s
systems to avoid logging in with their
personal or their colleagues credentials.
Computer Fraud & Security
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Figure 3: The attack-pattern tree for publishing company files to unauthorised websites.

The shortest path (AS75; AS6; AS27;
AS58 or AS75; AS5; AS27; AS58) can
be achieved if the attackers already have
privileged access to these files, a fact that
may imply a person with a managerial
role. Then they can either access and
browse normal volumes of files, as the
AS6 step suggests or browse files that
they do not usually visit.
There were cases where attackers, due
to their roles, were able to produce fake
access credentials and elevate their access
credentials, before copying files (eg,
AS75; AS6; AS11; AS27; AS22; AS58).
All of the aforementioned paths require
the use of portable devices to exfiltrate
the data from the company. There is,
however, another attack where the insiders get possession of physical files, such
as printouts. To achieve this, they access
rooms using a colleagues’ credentials to
obtain sensitive files stored there. It is
worth noting that most of the attack
steps could potentially be recognised by
a detection system.
It is possible to reconfigure a detection system to cater for the attack steps
described in this case study. All the
attacks originate when employees log on
to systems and access files legitimately.
We do not expect an indicative anomalous metric for such actions except where
employees log on to systems on irregu14
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lar hours. In the case where they use
their colleagues’ credentials, we expect
to detect a new machine performing
actions using the specific credentials. We
may detect log-on from two different
devices simultaneously from IP addresses
that are in very different locations. In
addition, the files accessed during the
attack may be different to those accessed
by people who hold the same role as the
insiders, therefore we may have a file
access anomaly if activities of the insider
are compared to role activities.

“In some cases, insiders may
choose to cover their tracks
by deleting log files or sabotage the company’s systems
by deleting sensitive files”
The next level of the attack-pattern
tree comprises attack steps where insiders use companies’ systems to download
sensitive material to portable devices.
In order to capture these steps, we need
to consider data about files, activities
on these files and insertion of portable
devices. We expect a USB insertion
anomaly, a USB duration anomaly and
a USB removal anomaly to be flagged
up in a detection system. In some cases,
insiders may choose to cover their tracks
by deleting log files or sabotage the com-

pany’s systems by deleting sensitive files.
For these issues we should search for
delete actions in data regarding files and
an anomaly on file access and actions
should be raised. In addition, to cater
for cases where the insider may choose
to install back-door software to acquire
access to sensitive files, data from program installations, if available, should be
considered and an anomaly on activities
for machines should be identified.
The last step of the IP theft requires the
attacker to publish or share the acquired
sensitive files or information to unauthorised parties. Such actions may be detected
by analysing data from activities and files
for every machine. We expect file and
activity anomalies for any device both per
user and per role.

Stealing clients’ money
This case study considers how the attackpattern trees can assist in detecting
employees who defraud companies, specifically financial institutions such as banks,
by transferring clients’ money to their
personal accounts. Figure 4 illustrates all
the possible pathways that an attacker may
follow to conduct such an attack.
Initially the attackers must log in to
the system, either by using their credentials, or by using a remote access
account. Anomalies may be detected
either at unusual login hours that the
attack may take place, or at the rare
usage of remote access. In the case where
insiders choose to use a colleague’s
credentials, we expect to detect a new
machine performing actions using the
specific credentials for the first time.
The next level requires insiders to
search and identify vulnerable clients
(ie, elderly or very wealthy people who
may not recognise funds missing). They
will then start a series of illegitimate
requests or transactions without the
authorisation of the clients. In order to
justify these actions they might choose
to provide fake documentation, disrupt
the services that these customers usually get from the organisations (ie, stop
July 2015
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receiving bank statements) and sometimes they will try to befriend them. At
this stage we expect anomalies in the
data about files that insiders search for.
When compared to the data about files
that their colleagues with similar roles
search for, there should be an inconsistency. In addition, we expect unusual
requests from clients that these insiders
have searched for, and potential complaints of service disruption.
The final level comprises the illegitimate transaction of money from
the clients’ accounts to the insiders’
account. Insiders may choose to cover
their tracks by creating fake receipts to
justify the transactions, by temporarily
prohibiting their clients from accessing
their accounts or by creating new fake
accounts based on the clients’ information to which they have full rights.
Anomalies should be observed at the
number of transactions that a client’s
account will have towards a specific
account and the number of new documents produced to justify these actions.
In addition, we may also anticipate and
monitor for clients’ complaints regarding
service disruption.

No unique identifier
It is evident from both case studies that
there is not a unique anomaly identifier for every attack step. We expect,
however, that when we will enrich the
attributes of the features of the detection
system, most of the attack steps would
be captured by different anomaly metrics. It should be noted that the anomaly
metrics presented in this article are governed by the data sources that we currently work with. As further data sources
become available, the extent of the
anomaly metrics can be expanded. We
would also expand the anomaly types
related to files, to support the use of
access, modification, creation and deletion. Physical building access can also
be included based on logs that capture
badge swipe activity for door entry – eg,
as a ‘badge anomaly’.
July 2015

Figure 4: The attack-pattern tree for stealing client’s money via electronic means.

Linking attack steps to anomaly metrics successfully provides the context for
capturing behaviours of interest. Another
dimension that can be extremely useful
though, is the possibility of analysing
the sequence of steps from the attackpattern trees to determine new anomaly
scores. As insiders obtain better knowledge of the detection systems in place
and endeavour to mask their abnormal
behaviours, it will be more difficult to
compute effective anomaly scores. What
may not flag as an anomaly when considering anomaly metrics individually,
can be considered suspicious if a specific
group of anomaly metrics are simultaneously high but not significantly enough
to constitute an anomaly.
Consider the IP theft example and the
attack-pattern tree presented in Figure 3.
An attacker may choose to access sensitive files with their credentials, download
them to a portable device and send a small
portion of them via email to unauthorised
parties. A sophisticated attack could be
constructed in such a way that the size of
the attachment of the email may not be
significant enough to raise a flag in the
email anomaly metric – the attacker may
insert the portable device into a machine
(the one that they usually connect to such
devices) only once, and the downloaded

files may be frequently browsed by them.
If such an attack were to occur it would
have been undetected by a system that
considers anomaly metrics in isolation
to each other. The fact, however, that
an employee has scored high in three of
the anomaly metrics (insert device, file
download and email) and his actions are
in such a sequence that form the identified path on the attack-pattern tree can be
significant and constitute a specific type of
anomalous behaviour.
In summary, we believe that attackpattern trees comprise an effective
framework that rationalises anomaly
metrics but also provides further guidance for how combinations of metrics
can be further related. Such a framework
could be extremely useful in enhancing
an analyst’s understanding, and additionally support the capabilities of detecting
insider behaviour.

Conclusion and future
work
Insiders who constitute a threat can have
a significant impact on the systems, processes and data of an organisation and,
ultimately, cause irreparable damage to
its activities and reputation. As insiders
obtain better knowledge of the detection
Computer Fraud & Security
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systems in place and mask their abnormal
behaviours within their daily activities, it
is increasingly difficult to design detection systems that will not rely only on
computing scores for anomaly metrics in
random, but will also identify potentially
suspicious behaviours.
To tackle this problem we aimed to
facilitate a better understanding of the
threat at hand, through the presentation
of a unifying framework to fully characterise insider attacks. In this article we
expanded that framework and described
a methodology leading to the identification of behaviours of interest. By adopting a grounded theory approach, we
analysed and de-constructed 120 insider
attack case studies to identify distinct
activities that when combined form
various types of insider threat. These
activities, named attack steps, were used
to reconstruct the case studies in order
to design attack-pattern trees which
highlight not only all the possible paths
that an attacker can follow for a specific
threat, but also denote the most prevalent of these paths.
Moreover, we provided guidance on
how these attack steps can be linked to
features and anomaly metrics identified
in a detection system by applying the
attack-pattern trees to two case studies, resulting in enriching the system’s
effectiveness in highlighting interesting
insider-threat behaviours.
It is straightforward to show that
attack-trees and the anomaly metrics
presented in this article cater for cases
where only a single employee/actor is
involved. We need to consider, though,
how attack-pattern trees can provide
insight to threats where several actors
collude to accomplish an attack. Future
work could focus on how attack-pattern
trees, and specifically those that contain
attack steps inferring the presence of
other people, could provide guidance on
combining different anomaly metrics to
spot other people participating in the
attack. We will explore the possibility of
developing trees which show presence of
more than one actor involved. Another
16
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avenue of future work could consider
extending the attack-pattern trees by
providing the motivational factors
and the behavioural patterns that urge
employees to become insider threats.
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